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SUPTA PADANGUSTHASANA 
Supta is a Sanskrit word which means Reclining, Pada stands for foot, Angustha represents the 
Big toe of foot and the meaning of Asana is pose.  This pose gives you a deep stretch along with 
it opens up your legs completely. It is additionally said to enhance both your general physical 
and psychological wellness. Many individuals wind up honing this asana as extend without 
knowing the name of the pose; however this posture has a ton to offer.  
        supta-padangusthasana-reclined-hand-to-big-toe-poseRests on your back with your legs 
extended and flexed your feet. Now press your feet by your heels. Breathe out and pull your 
right knee towards your mid- section (chest), and circle a strap around the curve or ache of 
your right foot. On the off chance that you are a prepared yoga expert, utilize two fingers and 
snare them onto the enormous toe. After that, raise your right leg up to the roof or ceiling and 
keep your leg straight in a way that your arms are parallel to each other, and press your 
shoulders towards are the floor. Continue pushing and stretching your left leg, pushing the 
highest point of your left thigh down with the left hand. The augmentation of the right leg must 
make an agreeable extend in the back of the leg. You may hold the posture here or turn your 
right leg out, keeping that leg down on your right side. Yet, in the event that you do this, you 
should guarantee your left hip is grounded on the floor. Remain in the pose about 30 to 60 
seconds or as much as you can. Repeat the same process with your left leg. 

BENEFITS  
 It stretches thighs, hips, hamstrings, calves and groin. 
 Supta Padangusthasana Makes your knees stronger. 
 Stimulates the prostate gland. 
 Vitalize your digestive organs along with improves digestion. 
 Gives relief in backache, sciatica and menstrual related discomfort. 

 Supta Padangusthasana Cures infertility, flat feet.  
*************** 

“Yoga is a light which once lit will never dim,  

the better your practice the brighter your flame” 
*************** 


